RELEASE THE MUSIC

QPLUS Reference with DEVIALET Amplifier

QPLUS Advanced with NAIM NDX Streamer

At Quadraspire we are music lovers. We would like everyone to get the most

to deliver a clearer, cleaner musical performance. Try the QPlus under any or all of

out of their HiFi systems and enjoy the thrill of live or studio music in their

your components and hear for yourself how QPlus takes your HiFi to another level

homes. We strongly believe this is possible with the right set up including

of musical enjoyment.

the right support for your HiFi, whether it be one of our HiFi racks or QPlus
interfaces.

Placing a QPlus under each foot (not the chassis) of a component, will help
achieve better performance out of your equipment whether it is situated on

HiFi components can produce and absorb energy that may have a detrimental

a piece of furniture or inside a cabinet, transforming your furniture into a HiFi

effect on sound. Unlike isolation devices or platforms, the QPlus range of interfaces

rack. Instruments separate, bass extends and becomes more controlled.

have been designed to mimic our HiFi racks that reduce and dissipate resonance

Music becomes more lifelike and real as the soundstage opens up.

QPLUS Reference with REGA RP10 Turntable
The QPlus is a sealed unit and not intended for disassembly. Any attempt to
take the QPlus apart will invalidate any warranty.
Please note that the QPlus is not designed for use under speakers. For
speaker support please use our QX7 or QC sound enhancers.
The metal body of the QPlus has been waxed to preserve its finish but may
patinise over time. To clean the body, we only recommend Pre-Lim surface
cleaner and then Renaissance wax polish available from www.picreator.co.uk.
Other metal cleaners may damage the overall finish.
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